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The Telephone Consumer Protection Act of 1991 (TCPA), 42 U.S.C. § 227(b)(1)(C), prohibits the fax

transmission of unsolicited advertisements without the prior express permission of the recipient,

absent an established business relationship between the sender and the recipient, voluntary

provision by the recipient of the facsimile number to the sender within the context of such

relationship (unless the sender obtains the facsimile number from a public source), as well as

inclusion of clear, conspicuous opt-out language prescribed by the law on the first page. In City

Select Auto Sales, Inc. v. David/Randall Associates, Inc. et al, a New Jersey district court judge

recently entered final summary judgment against a Pennsylvania commercial roofing company in the

staggering amount of $22,405,000 for violating this prohibition. The company utilized a third-party

vendor to fax advertisements to U.S. companies on a list purchased by the vendor. Advertisements

were transmitted in four separate "blasts." After the first blast, the company received complaints

that the advertisements were unsolicited, that the number for opting out of future blasts did not

work, and that the advertisements violated the law. Recipients that complained were removed from

future blasts; however, additional blasts were ordered and transmitted. The company received

complaints after each blast including, but not limited to, threats of legal action. In all, nearly 45,000

advertisements transmitted to more than 29,000 unique fax numbers were the subject of a class-

wide motion for summary judgment. Although it did not actually send the faxes, the company could

be liable for violations under the TCPA, because the advertisements marketed its services and were

sent on its behalf. And since it never possessed the vendor’s list or obtained express consent from

any intended recipient on the list, it was undisputed on summary judgment that the advertisements

were "unsolicited." Ultimately, the company was unable to prove either an established business

relationship or a sufficiently publicized fax number for public distribution, as to any class member.

In addition, the advertisements violated TCPA opt-out requirements in that they did not include the

required clear and conspicuous statement that the sender was obligated by law to comply with

removal request within a reasonable time or a toll-free domestic facsimile number for the purpose of

submitting such requests. The judgment amount was calculated based upon statutory damages of

$500.00 for each advertisement sent. Despite the fact that calls continued after certain recipients
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complained about the advertisements—a fact which creates potential exposure under the statute

for treble damages—such damages were not awarded because the plaintiffs did not request them.
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